
DON’T PICK THE WRONG CMS  

Choosing a content management system can 
feel like stabbing in the dark. It doesn’t have to.  
Let us break it down for you.



SELECTION CRITERIA  

Here’s what to look for in a CMS.



SELECTION CRITERIA  

Make sure it is easy to use. (Duh, right?) 

What makes a CMS easy to use (or not) depends on who is going to be using it. Start with a 
list of administrators, content editors, publishers and reviewers. These might all be the same 
person or a distributed group of dozens of people. (We’ll feel sorry for you if it’s the latter.)  

Based on your list, think about the actual people in these roles - are they tech savvy? Do 
they have an eye for design? Or do they struggle to log into their email? Being real about 
your users’ abilities will result in a better choice.



ASSIGNMENT ONE  

Know your users.

Create a list of user types and their needs.  
The more specific the better.



SELECTION CRITERIA  

Choose the CMS with the right  
amount of features. 

Goldilocks had it right. You need just the right amount – not too many or too few features. 
If you select a system with every bleeding edge feature imaginable, you’ll likely have 
confused users that can never find the right thing.  

47% of people expect a website to load in 2 seconds or less. 64% of users will give you 4 
seconds on mobile. So, there’s no time to waste loading unnecessary junk in the 
background. Make sure to get visitors on your site ASAP so they can buy what you are 
trying to sell. You dig?



ASSIGNMENT TWO  

Document your features.

Draft a list of must-have features you need  
from your CMS.  
 
(HINT: You can get started with ideas from the CMS 
feature lists in the comparison section of this guide)



SELECTION CRITERIA  

Don’t forget your third-party systems... 

You know what’s hard to do? Build an 
amazing website that your visitors will 
find engaging and easy to use. You 
know what’s harder? Realizing after you 
launch that the sales team needs all 
your form data to be integrated into a 
third-party tool. 

There are a few ways to integrate third 
party tools. 

Native integrations: These are created by the CMS or third-party software 
companies and typically use tracking code on your website to make the 
integration work. 

Plug-ins: Specific add-ons that have been created by the companies 
themselves or by enterprising developers looking to earn revenue by solving 
common integration problems. Make sure you have a qualified web developer 
to vet these carefully. 

APIs: These are developer tools that allow those with coding skills to access 
data and move it back and forth between systems in more customized ways.



ASSIGNMENT THREE  

List important integrations.

Work with your web developer to make a list of 
third-party systems such as CRM, POS, email, 
marketing automation, data systems, etc. that 
have to work with your CMS and determine how 
you will integrate each one.



SELECTION CRITERIA  

Stay safe! 

Security is an important facet that sometimes gets overlooked in the development of 
marketing websites. But, if you are gathering data about your website visitors, you owe it 
to them to keep it secure.  

Leaky plugins have allowed sites to be hijacked for all kinds of illegal activities (and 
sometimes just annoying SPAM). So make sure you don’t let that happen! You know, 
unless you’re into that kind of thing.



ASSIGNMENT FOUR  

Audit your security needs.

Conduct a high level security assessment. Do you have 
any specific security concerns unique to your 
business? What data are you gathering from site 
visitors? Are you transacting online?



SELECTION CRITERIA  

Choose something flexible enough to scale. 

Maybe it’s been a while since your last website redesign...maybe a long while. Is that 
because you wanted to wait 9 years or because the tech couldn’t grow with you? We’re 
willing to bet it’s a tech problem. Choose a system that is scalable to meet your needs 
now and 3 years from now.



SELECTION CRITERIA  

Remember that you get what you pay for… 

With all tech, you will pay for it in one of three ways.  

• A big lump sum on the front end that involves a ton of pre-planning (that is likely 
inaccurate). 

• Ongoing fees for features, support and upgrades. 

• An agile approach where you pay as you go for the amount of tech, service and 
innovation you need in the moment.  

Guess which one is most efficient? (HINT: It’s the third one.)



GETTING STARTED  

Who should weigh in?



THE PROJECT TEAM  

Project Lead 

The project lead will document the project’s overall needs 
and help the other team members not kill each other. They 
should be really good at: 

• Managing timelines 
• Keeping track of details 
• Synthesizing requirements from many sources 
• De-escalating arguments



THE PROJECT TEAM  

Designer 

This might be an internal or external team member - either 
way they will focus primarily on answering the question:  

Can the CMS support the design features you want?



THE PROJECT TEAM  

Sales and / or Marketing Rep 

Depending on the size and structure of your team, you 
might need representatives from both teams. They need to 
be able to speak to: 

• What’s in the sales & marketing tech stack? 
• What data and tracking does the site need to support?



THE PROJECT TEAM  

IT or Security Rep 

Those IT reps often get a bad rap as being overly cautious. 
But, trust us. That old adage about an ounce of prevention 
being better than a pound of cure REALLY applies here. 
Your IT rep will help define: 

• What are the technical requirements?  
(servers, hosting, etc.) 

• Are there any specific security requirements due to 
industry regulations or company policies



THE PROJECT TEAM  

Web Developer 

Whether you have an internal or external web developer, 
you’ll want them to weigh in on CMS selection. This 
member of the team will probably ask the most questions 
(because they will have to bring your website into 
existence with this tool). They can help with CMS selection 
by determining: 

• Will the CMS you’re considering achieve your goals? 
• What is the most efficient way to get what you want now 

and grow in the future?



CMS COMPARISONS  

Let’s check out some options.



Craft Drupal Umbraco Wordpress

COSTS

SETUP FEE $299 Free Free Free

ANNUAL FEE $59 Free Free and $5K levels Free

CONTENT MANAGEMENT FEATURES

EASE OF USE ☺☺☺ ☺☺ ☺☺ ☺☺

LIVE EDITING ✅ ✅ (limited) ✅ ✅

IMAGE EDITING ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

ECOMMERCE TOOLS ✅ Third-party Third-party Third-party

FORMS Third-party ✅ ✅ Third-party

ASSET MANAGEMENT ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

USER MANAGEMENT

MULTIPLE ADMINS ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

USER PERMISSIONS ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

USER GROUPS ✅ ✅ ✅ Third-party

TECHNICAL

OPEN SOURCE ✅ (sort of) ✅ ✅ ✅

SECURITY 💪💪💪💪 💪💪💪 💪💪💪 💪

WEBSITE SPEED* 🔥🔥🔥🔥 🔥🔥🔥 🔥🔥 🔥

* BASED ON STANDARD SYSTEM SETTINGS – THE RIGHT DEVELOPER COULD PROBABLY MAKE ANY CMS 🔥🔥🔥🔥

CMS Comparison At A Glance



Craft Drupal Umbraco Wordpress

SALES / CRM

SALESFORCE SALES CLOUD ✅ ✅ ❌ ✅

HUBSPOT ✅ ✅ ❌ ✅

SUGAR CRM ❌ ✅ ❌ ✅

MARKETING TOOLS

SALESFORCE MARKETING CLOUD ❌ ✅ ❌ ✅

MAILCHIMP ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

CONSTANT CONTACT ✅ ❌ ❌ ✅

FACEBOOK / INSTAGRAM ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

GOOGLE ADWORDS ❌ ✅ ❌ ✅

TWITTER ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

LINKEDIN ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

CMS Third-Party Integrations 

This chart represents available plugins developed by the CMS or third-party companies. Many tools also 
have APIs that make it possible to integrate your third-party software with your CMS - so just because there 
is an “❌” in the box doesn’t mean it’s impossible. This is just intended to give you a guide at a glance for 
existing integrations that will require less custom work.



TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT…  

Craft 

Noteworthy features include: 

• Live content preview 
• Image editor 
• First-party eCommerce support 
• Custom forms and fields 
• Related content 
• Categories and tags 
• Reusable content blocks 
• Ability to manage multiple sites 
• Multi-language support 
• User management including permissions and groups 

Cost: $299 per project. $59 annual fee after that



SERVER REQUIREMENTS, TECH STACK, ETC.  

Craft Technical Notes

• Requires PHP 7.0+ 
• Requires MySQL 5.5+ with InnoDB, MariaDB 5.5+, 

or PostgreSQL 9.5+ 
• At least 256MB of memory allocated to PHP 
• At least 200MB of free disk space 

• Craft is a self-hosted PHP 7 application, built on 
Yii 2. It can connect to MySQL and PostgreSQL for 
content storage. Templating is powered by Twig. 



Why you should choose Craft: 

If you want a secure site that loads lightening fast and can support custom bells and whistles to delight your 
site visitors, Craft CMS is the right choice for you. 

At any given time, Craft CMS has 0-5 security vulnerabilities while more popular systems like Wordpress 
have hundreds or thousands.  

A website built in Craft will be created specifically for your brand’s unique needs, so no off-the-shelf 
templates. This means that only the code needed for your site will be created, so there’s no extra stuff 
loading in the background to slow down page loading time. 

If you want custom features like special animations, unique product experiences or innovative use of video 
Craft CMS could be a good choice.



Why Craft might not be the best choice for you: 

If you want the cheapest, fastest website option, Craft CMS might not be for you.  

Craft websites require a web designer and developer to create and build custom HTML/ CSS design for you 
so there could be additional time and expense required if you were planning to use something off-the-shelf. 

New plug-ins require a developer to install and configure - which probably helps with security but might be 
frustrating for marketing-savvy tinkerers.



TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT…  

Drupal 

Noteworthy features include: 

• Live editing for text and form fields 
• Image editor 
• Customizable “blocks” that can be used  

throughout the site 
• Available in 100+ languages 
• Mobile content management tools 
• User management including permissions and groups 

Cost: Free



SERVER REQUIREMENTS, TECH STACK, ETC.  

Drupal Technical Notes

• Requires MySQL 5.5.3/MariaDB 5.5.20/Percona 
Server 5.5.8 or higher with InnoDB as the primary 
storage engine, and requires the PDO database 
extension 

• Requires PHP 7.2+ 

• Drupal is built on a LAMP stack (Linux, Apache, 
MySQL, and PHP).



Why you should choose Drupal: 

If you want a flexible site that makes it super easy to support many languages.  

Drupal has the native ability to support sites in many languages, making it a frontrunner if that is a priority. 
Craft CMS can do this, too, but Drupal has more native tools for it.  

Because Drupal sites can be built with custom “blocks”, it can be easy to create custom functionality that 
you need to re-use throughout the site. Plus, many modules are available to increase the capabilities of 
Drupal’s core features.



Why Drupal might not be the best choice for you: 

You have a ton of content or content editors.  

Drupal doesn’t handle a large volume of pages as well as some of the other choices. So, if you have a lot of 
content you might be searching for a while to find it. 

Managing many editors in Drupal can be hard if they all have a different amount of CMS savvy. Drupal is 
easy to use for experienced content managers, but can be harder to learn for newbies. 

Drupal also requires a web designer and developer to create and build a custom design for you.



TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT…  

Umbraco 

Noteworthy features include: 

• Robust live editing 
• Responsive preview before publishing 
• Image editor 
• Built-in SEO tools including 301 redirect tools 
• Social sharing tools 
• Umbraco Cloud - proprietary (optional) hosting that is 

optimized for running Umbraco sites 

Cost: Free without support or $5000 annual support 
license



SERVER REQUIREMENTS, TECH STACK, ETC.  

Umbraco Technical Notes

• Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 
• Visual Studio Code with the IISExpress extension or 

Microsoft Visual Studio 2017 version 15.9.6+ 
• ASP.NET 4.7.2 (Drupal will not run on ASP.NET core) 

• IIS 8+ 
• SQL CE, SQL Server 2012 and higher



Why you should choose Umbraco: 

You are required to build your site in .NET but still want the flexibility of an open source CMS. 

Some companies require .NET websites due to server requirements, company policy or legacy systems. If 
you are working at one of them, Umbraco might be a good choice for you. If you have .NET developers on 
your team, this CMS will be easier to manage internally.



Why Umbraco might not be the best choice for you: 

You don’t want to build in .NET. This is really a make-or-break feature for this CMS. Your approach to website 
development and maintenance should guide you here. If you don’t have access to a .NET developer either 
internally or externally, it really doesn’t make sense to use this CMS. 

Umbraco also doesn’t have many native integrations for the most common sales & marketing tools, but it 
does allow these data integrations with a bit more manual work or with the help of third-party integration 
tools. Your web development partner can help you scope this out.



TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT…  

Wordpress 

Noteworthy features include: 

• Live content editing with Gutenberg feature 
• Many free or low-cost design themes  
• Many plug-ins to integrate with the most popular 

marketing tools 
• Image editor for cropping and resizing 
• Asset management 
• User roles (i.e. admin, editor, contributor, publisher)  

Cost: Free



SERVER REQUIREMENTS, TECH STACK, ETC.  

Wordpress Technical Notes

• Requires Apache or Nginx 
• Requires MySQL version 5.0.15 or greater or any 

version of MariaDB 
• Requires 512MB+ RAM 
• Requires PHP 7.3+ 
• Disk Space required: 1GB+ 

• Wordpress is built on a LAMP stack (Linux, 
Apache, MySQL, and PHP).



Why you should choose Wordpress: 

You are a tech-savvy marketer that needs a lot of plug-ins and quick-turn changes. If you know your way 
around a CMS and can install your own plug-ins, Wordpress makes that easy to do. 

Quick-turn changes can be tough if you need to rely on a designer or developer to help. Wordpress often 
gives a site admin access to things like the style sheet, plug-ins and other features that normally require a 
web developer’s help.



Why Wordpress might not be the best choice for you: 

You have a lot of user data that needs to be handled securely and/ or a lot of content managers in the mix. 

Because of Wordpress’ popularity there are a lot of scammers and hackers out there trying to find security 
vulnerabilities to steal user data or hijack your website hosting for their own purposes.  

If you have a lot of content managers, think twice before choosing Wordpress. It is technically feasible, but 
the user roles are less granular out of the box and more admin users can equal even more security risk (and 
a loss of design integrity). 

Also, lots of users with limited roles can lead to too many admins that install extra plug-ins, create pages 
with poor formatting and use lazy passwords. After a while, the load time, look and security of your site can 
be seriously subpar.



ABOUT US  

Oldspeake is on a mission to help you thrive.

We solve the communication gap that too often 
exists between design and technical teams. We 
can do this because we're designers who code 
(and do it well). 

We serve as an extension of your agency or 
product team -  building websites and apps that 
are worth of the human experience. 

Oldspeake typically works with Craft CMS and is 
most expert at projects which offer an opportunity 
for us to bring animation, motion graphics, 
responsive design or other generally-awesome 
creative thinking to your project. 

We are happy to help you scope or brainstorm. To 
learn more email Allen at allen@oldspeake.io.

mailto:allen@oldspeake.io


What’s in a name, anyway? 

‘Oldspeake’ is a reminder for 
us to make every interaction 
we have and every 
experience we help create 
both authentic and useful.

http://www.oldspeake.io

